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Short Summary

On April 3, 2019, FLEXCHX project held an industrial thematic workshop “Highly Flexible
Combined Heat, Power and Transport Fuel Production – Prospective Technology in our
Energy Future” in Kaunas, Lithuania. The objectives of the workshop were to exchange
experiences and enhance interaction between stakeholders of the bioenergy and biofuel
value chain and meet the CHP and oil industries as well as with other stakeholders of
renewable energy value chains. This document provides details of the workshop.
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Introduction

On April 3, 2019, FLEXCHX held a well-attended industrial thematic workshop “Highly Flexible
Combined Heat, Power and Transport Fuel Production – Prospective Technology in our
Energy Future” in Kaunas, Lithuania. The workshop was organized by the Lithuanian Energy
Institute, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd, UAB “Enerstena” and AB “Kauno
Energija”. The main purpose of the workshop was to disseminate information on the FLEXCHX
project (www.flexchx.eu) in Lithuania with a targeting audience from industry, business,
government, research, police makers, etc.
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FLEXCHX workshop
Main aspects about the workshop

The workshop was part of the dissemination activities of the European Horizon 2020 project
FLEXCHX. The Project aims to develop a flexible and integrated hybrid process combining
electrolysis of water with gasification of biomass and catalytic liquefaction.
The objectives of the workshop were:
• To exchange experiences and enhance interaction between stakeholders of the bioenergy
and biofuel value chain (incl. potential investors, financing agencies, authorities);
• To meet the CHP and oil industries as well as with other stakeholders of renewable energy
value chains;
• To present industrial stakeholders the new possibilities opening up and get valuable
feedback and locally interesting applications, markets, and issues specific to Northern and
Central/Southern Europe.
The workshop was opened by director Dr. Sigitas Rimkevičius from LEI. The welcome speeches
were given by Lithuanian Energy Minister Žygimantas Vaičiūnas and Member of the Seimas,
Chair for Commission for Energy and Sustainable Development, Virgilijus Poderys. The
participants of FLEXCHX project (NESTE, VTT, INERATEC & HELEN) were invited to present their
activities during the workshop. In addition, invited speakers gave speeches from Lithuanian
district heating association (LŠTA), financing bodies (LIC).
All presentations and the programme are available on the project website:
http://www.flexchx.eu/workshop_april2019.htm. FLEXCHX Workshop agenda is given in the
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The workshop agenda.
3.2 Workshop preparation process
150 invitations (Figure 2) were sent to selected individual attendees and organizations, of
which 119 registrations were received, while 98 persons attended the workshop.

Figure 2. Invitation of the participants.
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The invitations containing key information (Figure 3) about the event with a link to the
registration.

Figure 3. Basic information about the workshop.
An online tool “Google Forms” was used to register all the participants. Figure 4 presents the
screenshots of the registration page for the workshop.
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Figure 4. Registration page of the FLEXCHX workshop.
In addition, the announcements on several websites to inform stakeholders about the
workshop were posted:
• FLEXCHX project website (Figure 5);
• The website of the Lithuanian Energy Institute (Figure 6,
http://www.lei.lt/main.php?m=3&l=4265&k=1);
• announcements on the forthcoming FLEXCHX project's workshop were published on
the website of the Lithuanian District Heating Association (Figure 7,
https://lsta.lt/aktualijos/inovatyvi-kompleksine-silumos-ir-elektros-energijos-irtransporto-degalu-gamybos-technologija-perspektyva-ateities-energetikoje/);
• The website of the Lithuanian Thermal Technical Engineering Association (Figure 8,
https://www.listia.lt/seminaras-inovatyvi-kompleksine-silumos-ir-elektros-energijosir-transporto-degalu-gamybos-technologija-perspektyva-ateities-energetikoje/).
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Figure 5. The announcement on the website of FLEXCHX project.

Figure 6. The announcement on the website of LEI.
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Figure 7. The announcement on the website of LŠTA.

Figure 8. The announcement on the website of LIŠTIA.
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Details about the workshop
The workshop was opened by director Dr. Sigitas Rimkevičius from LEI. The welcome speeches
were given by Lithuanian Energy Minister Žygimantas Vaičiūnas (Figure 9, more photos of the
workshop can be found on the project website: http://www.flexchx.eu/gallery.htm ). Minister
presented the prospects for the development of renewable energy sources by 2030. Mr.
Virgilijus Poderys, Member of the Lithuanian Parliament, introduce about the role of biomass
in climate policy. The workshop was moderated by Dr. Nerijus Striugas.
The workshop included presentations from project participants: NESTE, VTT, INERATEC and
HELEN, as well as from invited speakers representing industries and district heating
association (LŠTA), policymakers (LRS), financing bodies (LIC).
All presentations can be found: www.flexchx.eu/workshop_april2019.htm

Figure 9. Welcome speech by Energy Minister Žygimantas Vaičiūnas.
Dissemination after the workshop (communication channels)
After the workshop, information about the event was submitted on the website of FLEXCHX
project (Figure 10, http://www.flexchx.eu/news.htm).
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Figure 10. The workshop dissemination on the website of FLEXCHX.
In addition, Figure 11 represent the dissemination of the event on the website of LEI
http://www.lei.lt/main.php?m=1&l=4309&k=1&i=0

Figure 11. The workshop dissemination on the website of LEI.
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Social media (Twitter & LinkedIn) was used to share and make announcements during the
FLEXCHX workshop. Examples of Live-tweets with interesting pictures and relevant hastags
are presented in Figure 12 (Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA), and retweeted
by EnergyMinistryLT).

Figure 12. The workshop dissemination on Twitter.
The informative summary about the event (Figure 13) was submitted to the periodic journal
“Thermal technique” (in Lith. „Šiluminė technika“, https://lsta.lt/silumos-ukis/zurnalassilumine-technika/). The Journal is published by Lithuanian District Heating Association with
its circulation of 400 copies each issue. The article will be publish in the second issue of the
2019.
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Figure 13. The article to the journal “Thermal technique”.
In order to disseminate the information about the project and to promote the public interest,
specific handout materials (Figure 14) with FLEXCHX logos, acknowledging EU funding (flag),
were prepared. The handout materials and brochures were distributed for participants and
invited speakers during the workshop.
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Figure 14. The handout materials for project participants.
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The symbolic FLEXCHX promotional gifts according to the idea of FLEXCHX project were given
to invited speakers (Figure 15).

Figure 15. The promotional gifts for invited speakers.
4

Conclusions

The workshop “Flexible combined production of power, heat and transport fuels from
renewable energy sources” achieved high interest and collected a large audience of
participants (98 participants). The workshop met all expectations and was a success in terms
of exchanging experiences and enhancing interaction between key stakeholders of the
bioenergy and biofuel value chain.
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